Robert Clinton

Thank you.

Further discuss the CTC process:

Labor Relations also met with the NAPS National President and HO Maintenance Operations to

be distributed to the District CTC Coordinators for implementation.

CTC process. HO Maintenance provided the information to the areas on September 7, 2018 to

Implementation of CTC so that the existing chemicals are depleted. The CTC chemicals can be

in addition, the HO Maintenance staff created a process to utilize the CTC chemicals prior to full

Implementation provided to the area Maintenance, approximately 60%. The associated tool and supply list

is available on September 7, 2018. This reduced the amount of supplies required. The supply

is available on September 7, 2018. The supply list was developed to reduce the existing CTC chemicals and

by the district CTC coordinators. The District CTC coordinators are working with the district
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